
HIGH-VOLUME, FLEXIBLE INSERTER
THAT PROCESSES THE WIDEST RANGE
OF APPLICATIONS

EPIC

Quickly set-up and changeover
jobs with automated features
that make it as easy as pushing a
button.  

Fast Accurate Versatile
Reliably produce a high number
of error-free mail pieces, saving
you time and money on reprints 

Ideal for both transactional and
direct mail applications, EPIC can
be custom configured to meet
your unique mailing needs.



See how EPIC impacts to your business

Easily switch between letter and flats, and simple
and complex applications

Improve operator productivity and lower labor costs 
for more profitable mailings

Industry leading technology allows you to
confidently quote and meet SLAs

Consolidated workcells and work flows with a single
scalable platform

EPIC makes it easy for your operators

Quick, repeatable, and consistent job changeovers
with highly automated setup

On-the-fly corrective adjustments minimize stops,
spoils and out-sorts

Designed with easy access to components meaning
shorter time to repair, efficient maintenance and
extended uptime

EPIC ROI

Reduce costs with high mail piece accuracy

Save on labor costs by automating manual tasks 

Increase capacity without additional personnel or
overtime costs

Epic Options

Card Attaching Module

Mail-stream merge with auto resynchronization

Plus-Speed option for up to 14% greater productivity

Inline, variable, full-color and monochrome printing
on inserts and envelopes

Inline dynamic stitcher

Chassis batch feeding

Mid-chassis merging input for inserts 

Easy to Operate and Service

EPIC responds to the demands of modern
mailing operations that require less operator
handling and more automation. Changing
between envelope formats and setting up jobs
are as easy as pushing a button. This in turn
makes it easier on operators, while increasing
your operational productivity. 

Invest in the EPIC, just as hundreds of medium
and large sized mailers across the globe have
already done, and your capacity will improve,
your yields will increase, and you will increase
customer satisfaction and ability to attract new
business with the robust capability that EPIC
offers both you and them.



Fast and Accurate Results

Achieve fast and accurate results, regardless of application. From
simple to complex applications, EPIC from BlueCrest, is a high-speed
inserting system designed to deliver fast and accurate results.
Flexible enough to handle both Direct and Transactional Mail
applications, as well as the widest variety of formats and materials.
With advanced, automated set-up, full job tracking and intelligent
processing data, your mail will be completed with maximum
efficiency and accuracy.

More Mail Pieces Per Shift 

The advanced technology of EPICs sets it apart from other inserting
solutions.   Its precision material control reduces the amount of mail
piece errors, stoppages, and machine jams, yielding more completed
mail pieces per shift.  The reliability of the DPIC allows you to
confidently quote and meet SLAs for both simple and complex jobs.



EPIC EPIC PLUS SPEED EPIC SELECT

DOCUMENT SPECS Up to 21K Up to 24K Up to 21K

HALF FOLD Up to 18K Up to 21K Up to 18K

FLATS Up to 14K Up to 16K N/A

FEEDER OPTIONS
Rotary, Friction, 
Booklet, Card

Rotary, Friction, 
Booklet, Card

Rotary, Friction

FORMAT
Continuous, Dual
Cutsheet

Continuous, Dual
Cutsheet

Cutsheet

FILLING THICKNESS Up to ½” Up to ½”  Up to 1/2 “

AUTOMATION Engine & Chassis Engine & Chassis Engine 

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Additional Software Options

On-board system diagnostics 
Ability to integrate and monitor systems across 
 multiple locations
Manifesting and postage accounting solutions
End-to-End tracking
Automated re-prints
Predictive analytics and maintenance tools

Your EPIC can be enhanced with a range of software according
to your processing needs including:

Our Service Promise

We believe in a client centered approach where your goals are
our goals and are committed to driving positive outcomes for
your business. Service is more than just fixing broken machines.
To thrive service needs to be a strategy. The “BlueShirt
Excellence” promise from our service technicians, engineers and
support team makes sure your People, Process and Technology
are all working together. 

From Data Through Delivery  

EPIC is part of the BlueCrest technology portfolio that covers the entire print and mail workflow. From data through
delivery, with BlueCrest solutions your operations will work seamlessly. Together with our commitment to continuous
improvement, innovation and unmatched technical and maintenance support you can count on BlueCrest.
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